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Ranked in Newsweek’s list of Best Addiction Treatment Centers in California for 2023!













Providing Premier Addiction Treatment Services for Long-Term Recovery in California





Our Addiction Treatment Programs




Detox



Residential



Outpatient




Premier Substance Abuse & Behavioral Health Treatment Center




Why Choose Bayside Marin
Located in one of the most picturesque settings in Northern California, Bayside Marin is a rehabilitation treatment center near San Francisco and San Rafael that offers quality care in a comfortable environment. Our Mountainside property offers vast, panoramic bayside vistas, while our Canyonside property is nestled calmly in the forest hillside overlooking a picturesque valley, the world-class treatment team at Bayside Marin is dedicated to delivering clinical excellence in the care we provide for addiction and co-occurring disorders.



Our Addiction Treatment
Making the decision to receive treatment for chemical dependency or mental health conditions is one that is often rife with worry, fear, and intimidation. At Bayside Marin, we recognize this and want you to know that it does not have to be that way. We applaud your bravery in seeking out treatment and hope that you will find comfort in knowing that you have come to the right place.

Whether you are battling an addiction to drugs or alcohol, or are suffering from a co-occurring condition like bipolar disorder, depression, PTSD, or anxiety disorders, the clinical and specialty staff members at Bayside Marin will devote all of their time and energy into ensuring that you achieve true healing and successful recovery.

By offering highly individualized residential and outpatient treatment that has proven effective and is backed by years of research, the staff at Bayside Marin partners with clients to develop treatment plans that will address all of the concerns that they present with. These custom-made treatment plans incorporate a blend of traditional and holistic therapies that best suit each client’s unique needs. Bayside also offers specialized treatment for LGBTQ, first responders, and licensed professionals.

Our private and intimate setting is one that is fully conducive to healing and allows those entrusted into our care the comfort of living in relaxation as they work to overcome the challenges they are facing. By coming to Bayside Marin, clients can rest assured that their abilities to lead healthier, happier, and more productive lives will be restored.



Why Should I Get Rehab Near Me?
Seeking addiction & co-occurring disorder treatment close to home provides the convenience of getting to our treatment center without the added stress of travel and financial strain associated with travel costs. Instead, you or your loved one can receive the necessary treatment right away and family members can be a much more active part of the recovery process, a fundamental element for long-term success.



Why Should I Travel to Enter Rehab?
While many of our clients are from the Bay Area, we are a national program and frequently receive clients from all over the continental United States and Canada. There are times when the best option for addiction and co-occurring disorder treatment is not close to one’s home, or when a change in environment will enhance the treatment experience. So whether you are coming from San Francisco for addiction treatment, or from somewhere 3,000 miles away, we will ensure that the entire process is a safe and comfortable one.







Marks of Quality Care
These accreditations are an official recognition of Bayside Marin's dedication to providing addiction treatment that exceeds the standards and best practices of quality care. We hold an A+ Rating with the BBB.
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	Licensed by the State Department of Health Care Services











Focus on your recovery in a place of support, safety, and serenity.







Call for Free Insurance Verification
At this time we do not accept Medi-cal, however, private pay options are available.
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“I really enjoyed my stay and treatment here. I felt safe to practice new coping skills and had the time and the ability to reflect on my emotions, triggers, and old behavior patterns.”


– Anonymous Client








Why Choose Exclusive Rehab




Beautiful Therapeutic Setting
Exclusive Rehab
Proven Treatment Model
Healthy Dining Experience
CARF Accredited
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		Bayside Marin Treatment Center is the premier rehab facility for adults seeking private, executive care for alcohol addiction, substance abuse, and co-occurring disorders with specialization in treating First Responders, Veterans, and Licensed Professionals, as well as providing LGBT+ Affirming Services, located in San Rafael, California, by San Francisco Bay Area.


Licensed by the State Department of Health Care Services | Program ID Number: 210030GP | Program Expiration Date: 10/31/2025
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We are thrilled to announce we have established a new in-network contract with Carelon Behavioral Health.
Learn More












